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Shr~ Mohit Kumar Gupta 

Sub. Order under Section 7 of the  Riqht t o  Information Act, 2005. 

You had submitted your RTl application dated 17.07.2021 received by us on 
17.07.2021 seeking information under the Right to lnformation Act, 2005. 

I had examined your RTI application and the reply is given below:- 

7 In reply of point no.7, it is informed that no such record is available with 
Examination Department of ICAI. 

8 In reply of point no.8, it is informed that you may refer the reply given at 
SI no.7 above. 

- 
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THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF INDIA 
(EXAMINATION DEPARTMENT) 

INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINEES QF FINAL NEW EXAM -July 2021 

TIMING OF EXAMINATIONS: 02.00 PM TO 05.00 PM (IST) on all days & 02.00 PM TO 06.00 PM (IST) for P-6 
Reading time( for question paper) starts a t  1.45 P.M (IST) - ~...~ , -- - 

- - 1 1. Reach exam centre latest by 01:OO P.M.(IST). 1-1. Use ink, other than black sketch pen, highlighter for 

7. Check that the question paper is complete with 
reference to the number of pages mentioned thereon. 

8. Write Roil Number at  the specified place only in the 
(main) answer book. & in  the OMR answer sheet. 

9. Write answers in the ~ned ium (EnglishIHindi) opted 
and mentioned on the Admit Card. 

10. Write the answers to MCQs (in composite papers & 
Paper6 of Finai(New)) on the OMR answer sheet. 
Answers to MCQ questions should be written only on 
the OMR answer sheet. Answers of MCQs written on 
the descriptive answer book or in  the MCQ booklet will 
not be taken cognizance of and will not be evaluated. 

2. Uccupy the seat earmarked against your Roil Number. 

3. Carry your own pen, HE Pencil, eraser, stapler, ink, 
blotting paper, scale, and battery operated 
noiseless/cordless portable calculator with upto 6 
functions, 12 digits and upto two memories. 

4. Use black ink bail point pen only. 

5 .  Write Roll Number at  specified place in  the question 
paper. 

6.  Check that the question paper bears the Code as 
displayed on the noticefblack board / announced in e 
the examination roomfhall. 

11. Mark d tick against the question numbers attempted 
in the cages provided on the frontfcover page of t i le 
answer book. 

12. For Paper 1,2 & 5 submit descriptive answer book, For 
Paper 3,4,7,8 submit (a) OMR answer sheet (b) MCQ 
question paper booklet & (c) Descriptive answer book 
and For paper 6 submit OMR answer sheet & 
Descriptive answer books without fail and take 
acknowledgement from the invigilator before leaving 
the exam hail. No need to submit the question paper 
of Paper 6 to the invigilator. 

13. Fasten all answer books including additional answer 
books used with a tag and also staple them. 

14. Sign in the attendance register without fail. 

15. Answer of MCQs written on the descriptive answer 
book or in the MCQ booklet will not be taken 
cognizance of and will not be evaluated. 

Underlining Or highlighting, 

2. MakefWrite any notingsfrough work on the question 
paper. 

3. Carry any paper, book, notes or any other written 
material in the examination roomfhail. 

4. Write Roll Number or Registration Number or name 
anywhere (except on the front page of the answer 
book) in the answer book, including additional answer 
book(s), graphfblotting paper. 

5. Makefwrite religious symbolsfprayers like God's name 
Guru's Name, OM, Swastika, 786 and the like 
anywhere in  the answer book, including additional 
answer book(s), graphfblotting papel: 

6. Write / make extraneous (irrelevant1 unrelated) 
notesfremarks, appeal for marks etc. 

7. Carry printing models or  scientific calcuiator. 
8. Exchange pen, pencll, raser, question paper, scale, 

calculator etc. 7 
9. Talkfcommunicate with any other examinees. 

10. Tear off and carry any pagelleaf from the answer 
book, including additional answer book. 

11. Leave seat without permission. 

12. Carry mobile ~h0neS  or any other electronic 
gadgetfdevice i l l  any form [except calculator]. 

13. Smoke, chew tobaccofbetel nut, gum etc. 

14. Write the answers of MCQs on the descriptive type 
answer 

15. Staple or tag the OMR answer sheet with the 
descriptive type answer book/MCQ booklet. 

16. Keep the OMR answer sheet inside the MCQ booklet 
whilesubmitting them to the invigilator. Submit them 
separately. 
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